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This guide is the full documentation for Mountain Lion Server and it offers a lot of information about all the changes that Apple
has made since Lion Server .... For those who are not looking for a command line solution, you can change it ... In my case, I
found that it was a problem with our DNS server, as the reverse .... Jump to New or changed features - AirDrop – Lion-to-Lion
direct file sharing via Wi-Fi Direct, ... Mac OS X Lion and iOS clients to receive push changes to items such as mail, calendar
and contacts from a configured OS X Lion Server.. DNS settings usually take up to 24 hours to change, so we can get on with
the rest of our server configuration whilst your registrar makes the change in the .... Apple on Monday released version 2.2.1 of
OS X Server for Mountain ... have not yet been updated to reflect changes made to OS X Server.. Mountain Lion Server is the
business-oriented server version of Apple Computer's Mac OS X Mountain Lion operating system.. Jump to Dropped and
changed features - OS X Mountain Lion added updates for many applications on the operating system. The Chess app supports
Game Center. Dashboard widgets can be managed in a UI similar to Launchpad. Mail adds new VIP feature to save frequent
contacts. The Preview app gets an improved user interface.. Lion Server would change the About This Mac dialog to let you
know you were running server software. Mountain Lion Server makes no such .... Profile Manager first appeared in OS X Lion
Server as the Apple-provided tool for managing Apple devices, including Mobile Device .... When Apple released Lion, they
changed the setup a bit. This continues in Mountain Lion. By default, Mountain Lion Server VPN will distribute IP addresses
in .... It depends on exactly how they changed the update server setting. If they did the obvious thing, this should delete the
setting (so it'll go back to normal):. This setup has not changed under OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion Server. Alerts There are three
methods of notification within OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion Server's .... Mountain Lion Server is now available on the OS X App
Store and as with the last few updates there are some things missing that you might be .... Under OS X 10.7 Lion Server, Apple
added a couple of new alerts: potential emails with viruses, and network configuration changes. As with .... One of the biggest
changes from Lion Server is the expansion of Profile Manager, which now delivers all the Mac management capabilities of ....
Mountain Lion Server can push configuration changes, calendar invitations, and events to the devices using Apple push
notification service. And the.. You can change it with the Server app, as described in the section “Editing short ... use the Server
app to modify services and settings of Mountain Lion Server.. I've posted several docs already on what I see as big changes from
a Server Admin point of view which includes moving the rest of the .... OS X Mountain Lion Server reverses a change to OS X
Lion Server that was poorly received. Two key server tools—System Image Utility and Xsan Admin—are .... There are a
number of changes that may make OS X Server admins work a little harder to make the transition. d39ea97ae7 
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